Luxembourg, 01 October 2010

Martin Isler nominated ERA
Vice-President
LuxairGroup’s Executive Vice-President Airline Martin Isler has been elected Vice-President of the
European Regions Airline Association (ERA) at the annual ERA General Assembly held in Barcelona,
Spain. This nomination rewards the expertise and professionalism both LuxairGroup and Martin Isler stand
for and the international recognition they receive amongst the airline industry.
“I am very honoured to have been elected Vice-President of an important European association such as
ERA, Martin Isler stated. I am looking forward to defending the interests of the European regional airlines
and am also very proud to represent LuxairGroup and Luxembourg on a European level.”
ERA promotes the interests of intra-European airlines by upholding the social and economic importance of
air transport and its environmental commitments and providing expert advice and guidance on all air
transport regulatory matters. The Association represents over 70 intra-European airlines which annually
carry 70.6 million passengers on 1.6 million flights to 426 destinations in 61 European countries. ERA also
represents and supports more than 100 Associate and Affiliate members including airframe and engine
manufacturers, airports, suppliers and service providers.
Martin Isler joined LuxairGroup in 2005 as a member of the executive management board of LuxairGroup
where he has responsibility for the business line "Airline". He was a key player in the “Building a New
Airline” project restructuring successfully Luxembourg’s national carrier Luxair Luxembourg Airlines in
2006/07. Martin Isler’s aviation career spans 33 years and covers virtually every aspect of the airline
business from sales and marketing to product, ground handling, operations and maintenance. In 1985 he
joined Swissair and subsequently worked for Sabena. In 2003 he became a member of the Swiss
International Airlines executive management board before joining Luxair.
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